society. It has been used in the sayings of the pre-Islamic kuhhdn, in sermons and prayers, proverbs and aphorisms, epistles, maqa-mdt, biographies, and histories. From the tenth until the twentieth century, book titles were almost invariably written in Introductions to works of many genres were often written entitely in saj'c. In short, saj'c constitutes an extremely important feature of Arabic writing, including both elite and popular literature.
It seems strange that a literary phenomenon of this dimension has received so little attention on the part of medieval and modern Arab literary critics.
What Modern Arab scholars appear to be more aware of medieval criticism of saj, but do little more than report the opinions of their predecessors without criticizing or building on these ideas. These medieval sources ought to be examined in order to reach a satisfactory definition of and to establish norms for the criticism of saj*c. This study will not include a detailed historical analysis of the development of saj? criticism, nor will it attempt to treat important topics such as the development of saj? in the )ähiliyyah, the relationship of Qur'-anic to pre-Islamic sa)", or the influence of Qur'dnic sa)C on later writers of saj. It will rather apply rules derived from medieval critical works to the Qur'dn in an attempt to analyze the structure of Qur'anic sa)'c, and thereby reach a better understanding of the formal rules governing this type of composition.
The most enduring examples of in Arabic are to be found in the Qur)an. Much ink has been spilled over the question of whether or not the Qur)dn contains sa)C. According to Goldziher, sa)C is the oldest type of poetic speech in Arabic, pre-dating rajaz and the qasidah.' It was one of the prevalent types of eloquent speech in pre-Islamic Arabia, and was used specifically in orations and in statements with religious or metaphysical content. Muslim scholars concede that the Qur)dn was revealed in language consistent with that which was considered eloquent in the speech of the Arabs; as Ibn Sinan al-Khafaji (d. 466/1074) states, inna )l-qur)äna unzila bi-lughati 'I-carabi wa-calä curfihim ze?a-`adatihim; "The Qur)dn was revealed in the language of the Arabs, in accordance with their usage and custom" .2 Goldziher goes so far as to state that no Arab would have acknowledged utterances as coming from a divine source had they not been presented in sa)C. Enemies of Muhammad tried to detract from the validity of his messages by labelling them the inventions of a poet or soothsayer.6 To counter such attacks, many scholars chose to deny that the Qur)dn was a document of or that it contained just as they denied that it contained poetry. It would appear that the rigidity of this doctrine left no room for the critic to exercise his skill, yet
